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Abstract: The advent of the X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) in the last decade created the discipline
of serial crystallography but also the challenge of how crystal samples are delivered to X-ray. Early
sample delivery methods demonstrated the proof-of-concept for serial crystallography and XFEL
but were beset with challenges of high sample consumption, jet clogging and low data collection
efficiency. The potential of XFEL and serial crystallography as the next frontier of structural solution
by X-ray for small and weakly diffracting crystals and provision of ultra-fast time-resolved structural
data spawned a huge amount of scientific interest and innovation. To utilize the full potential of XFEL
and broaden its applicability to a larger variety of biological samples, researchers are challenged to
develop better sample delivery methods. Thus, sample delivery is one of the key areas of research
and development in the serial crystallography scientific community. Sample delivery currently falls
into three main systems: jet-based methods, fixed-target chips, and drop-on-demand. Huge strides
have since been made in reducing sample consumption and improving data collection efficiency,
thus enabling the use of XFEL for many biological systems to provide high-resolution, radiation
damage-free structural data as well as time-resolved dynamics studies. This review summarizes
the current main strategies in sample delivery and their respective pros and cons, as well as some
future direction.

Keywords: serial crystallography; XFEL; microcrystal; sample delivery; liquid jet; LCP jet; fixed
target support; drop-on-demand; time-resolved; high-throughput

1. Introduction

A recent estimate has put the capitalized cost of putting a new drug onto the market at close to
US $2.6 billion, a 145% increase over a 10-year period [1]. Drug development remains both risky and
costly, with the success rate of clinical candidates reaching market approval from phase I at 13.8% [2].
The pharmaceutical industry must constantly innovate in order to deliver new and better quality
drug candidates to clinical research. For example, high-throughput screening (HTS) is often used to
identify initial chemotypes in early lead discovery, followed by lead optimization to produce preclinical
candidates. HTS employs chemical libraries containing >109 compounds which only explores a small
fraction of the total chemical space. Fragment-based drug discovery [3] (FBDD) and DNA-encoded
libraries (DEL) [4,5] are developed to more efficiently explore the chemical space, either by improving
ligand efficiency (FBDD) or increasing the complexity of the chemical library (DEL) during HTS. Both
technologies have proven to be revolutionary and demonstrated their power by successfully bringing
candidate drugs either to market (for e.g., Vemurafenib, a v-Raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene
homolog B1 (B-RAF) kinase inhibitor for the treatment of metastatic melanoma [6]) or to advanced
clinical trials (for e.g., GSK2982772, a first-in-class inhibitor of receptor-interacting protein kinase 1
(RIPK1) for chronic inflammatory diseases [7]).

Structure-based drug design (SBDD) injects rational knowledge to complement the principally
random nature of HTS. It has had a tremendous impact on the pharmaceutical industry and was
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used as early as in the 1990s to help develop Dorzolamide, Saquinavir and Zanamivir, inhibitors of
carbonic anhydrase [8], human immunodeficiency viruses (HIV) protease [9] and neuraminidase [10]
for the treatment of glaucoma, HIV and influenza virus infection respectively. SBDD utilizes protein
three-dimensional (3D) structural information derived by experimental or bioinformatics methods
(for e.g., homology modelling) [11,12]. Sequencing of the human genome has opened up vast
possibilities for data mining and has led to genome-wide structural proteomic studies led by various
consortiums [13]. These efforts have brought about an explosion of structural knowledge of many
protein families including many disease targets. Precise mapping and re-construction of protein ligand
binding pockets allow the application of computational methodology (docking, virtual screening,
pharmacokinetics modelling, artificial intelligence, and machine learning) to optimize ligand potency,
specificity and in vivo efficacy [14] to speed up drug discovery efforts.

X-ray crystallography continues to dominate as the experimental method that produces the
largest amount of structural data (>141,000 deposited structures as of 2 January, 2020 in the research
collaboratory for structural bioinformatics (RCSB) database), which dwarfs the number of structures
derived from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (>12,000) and cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM)
(>4100). While X-ray crystallography continues to produce structures at a steady rate, NMR has
been gradually declining since 2007 whilst cryo-EM is increasing at an exponential trajectory. This
reflects the recent initiation of a paradigm shift due to the rapid development of instrumentation and
methodology in cryo-EM (“resolution revolution”). This applies especially to membrane proteins and
large macro-molecular complexes where obtaining well diffracting crystals present a severe bottleneck
for structure elucidation [15,16] and drug discovery [17,18].

X-ray crystallography is highly successful in producing structures as it has been polished by
decades of process optimization: molecular biology and protein engineering allows multi-parallel
constructs and expression screening; instrumentation development and automation by robotics allow
high-throughput protein purification and crystallization trials; the continuous upgrade of synchrotron
facilities and X-ray detectors allow ever smaller crystal to be measured in ever shorter data collection
time. Further synchrotron facilities upgrade to fourth generation diffraction-limited storage ring
(DLSR) [19] and utilization of broad-bandwidth pink beam [20] will further increase the photon flux
and reduce the application gap with X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs). Software allows automation in
parallel processing and ligand fitting of many datasets. Better algorithms for refinement and validation
of structural models including dealing with low-resolution data. SBDD has thus become very efficient
and feasible for many target classes and has become one of the de facto standards in the pharmaceutical
industries’ armory of drug discovery technologies [21].

Membrane proteins including G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), solute carrier (SLCs) and
ligand/voltage-gated ion channels account for 30% of the human genome [22] but are the targets of more
than 50% of marketed drugs [23]. SBDD has also become amenable for membrane proteins including
GPCRs [24–26] following the application of novel techniques in protein engineering (stabilizing
mutation [27,28], insertion of fusion protein [29]), purification in lipidic environment (lipid nanodisc [30],
styrene maleic acid lipid particle (SMALP) [31] and saposin-lipoprotein nanoparticle (Salipro)) [32] and
new crystallization methodologies such as lipidic cubic phase (LCP) [33], bicelle [34] and crystallization
in the presence of high concentration of lipid and detergent (HiLiDe) [35]. Together, these techniques
overcome the key issues of the lack of hydrophilic surface for crystallization and instability outside their
native membrane environment when extracted by detergents. This has led to unprecedented success as
structures of almost 70 GPCRs have become available since 2007 and this vast amount of structural data
has immensely helped the scientific community to understand GPCRs’ regulatory mechanisms [36].

Cryo-EM is already playing a major role in obtaining structural information for large molecular
complexes or inherently flexible proteins where obtaining well-diffracting crystals is a daunting
challenge. Some major hurdles in preventing the wider application of cryo-EM to SBDD are insufficient
instrument time with high voltage (300 KeV) microscope and the data collection (days) and processing
time (low throughput) needed for each structure determination. In the future, it is possible that
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more similarly high resolution cryo-EM structures would be obtained using low voltage (100 KeV)
microscope [37], which are more widely accessible and cheaper to buy and to maintain. Cryo-EM and
X-ray crystallography would likely become complementary rather than competing techniques in the
quest for more structural data from challenging systems [38,39]. X-ray crystallography has the current
advantage that once a reliable crystal system (reproducible, soakable and diffracting to high enough
resolution to allow unambiguous fitting of ligands) is developed, then multiple protein-ligand complex
structures could be delivered very rapidly at a timeframe most suited to SBDD during lead optimization.
However, for many proteins for example, to develop a reliable crystal system could take months,
if not years, of laborious optimization thus driving up time and cost. This is especially critical for
proteins which are not yet amenable for cryo-EM due to size limitation (<100 kDa). Technologies that
shorten timelines and improve success rates are still needed to keep up with the demand for structural
information in drug discovery campaigns. Serial crystallography using XFEL would represent such
a technology.

2. XFEL and Serial Crystallography

Serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) capitalizes on the extreme flux generated by XFELs
which are >109 (up to 1033 peak brilliance (photons/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1%BW)) higher than synchrotrons.
Free electron lasers have existed since the 1970s [40], but the first FEL that operates in the hard X-ray
regime did not exist until 2009 when the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) in California began
operation [41]. Since then SPring-8 Angstrom Compact Free Electron Laser (SACLA) [42], EuXFEL [43],
SwissFEL [44] and PAL-XFEL [45] have also started operation in Japan, Germany, Switzerland and
Korea respectively bringing the total number of hard X-ray XFEL facility to five. This still pales in
comparison to more than 50 synchrotrons currently in operation (or in construction) around the world
(https://lightsources.org/lightsources-of-the-world/). LCLS is currently being upgraded to LCLS-II, which
would be 10,000 times brighter and is expected to begin commissioning in fall 2020. The astronomical
cost of building such an instrument (>1.2 billion Euro for EuXFEL) continues to be prohibitive with
only the Shanghai High Repetition Rate XFEL and Extreme Light Facility (SHINE) in China as the
only new XFEL facility currently in construction and is due to begin commissioning in 2025. Similar
to EuXFEL and LCLS-II, SHINE will be based on superconducting accelerator technology capable of
generating megahertz X-ray pulses (contrary to <120 Hz in LCLS, SACLA, SwissFEL, and PAL-XFEL).

Serial crystallography differs in many fundamental aspects to conventional cryo-crystallography
and demands innovation in all areas including sample preparation, delivery, data collection and
processing. XFELs generate intense X-ray pulses containing ~1012 photons lasting tens of femtosecond
(10–15 fs). This allows “diffraction before destruction” [46] and opens new opportunities for structural
biology [47–49]. The potential to collect radiation damage-free data from XFELs was early demonstrated
for lysozyme [50], photosynthetic reaction center [51] and cytochrome c oxidase [52]. The combination
of high flux and sub-micron focus beam (<1 µm × 1 µm) allows microcrystals (<5 µm3) of angiotensin
II receptor [53], δ-opioid receptor [54], CPV17 polyhedrin [55] and melatonin receptor 2 (MT2) [56]
to be used for data collection, which otherwise did not provide sufficient diffraction volume at
synchrotron. Serial crystallography thus represents the next frontier in X-ray crystallography and has
the potential to address the crystallization bottleneck of requiring large, well-diffracting crystals of
membrane proteins for SBDD [57–59]. A further unique potential of XFEL is the femtosecond data
collection regime, allowing time-resolved dynamic studies at sub-picosecond timescales relevant to
many biological processes. This method constructs “experimental molecular movies” that showed the
conformational dynamics for bacteriorhodopsin [60], bovine cytochrome c oxidase [61], photoreactive
yellow protein [62] and photosystem II [63] upon light excitation.

3. The Need for Sample Delivery

Revolutionary technologies come with principal challenges. “Diffraction before destruction”
dictates that a single still diffraction snapshot with only partial reflections is obtained per crystal.

https://lightsources.org/lightsources-of-the-world/
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Full reconstruction of diffractions’ 3D profile in reciprocal space requires Monte Carlo method of
merging from a very large number of recorded diffraction images and reflections [64]. Fresh crystals
have to be supplied in a continuous stream until enough partials are collected to compile a full dataset.
Successful XFEL data collection then depends on optimal sample delivery. The XFEL instrument
repetition rate, sample environment, available sample amount, and the mechanical properties of the
crystals have to be considered to choose the most appropriate sample delivery medium and parameter.
In an ideal scenario, sample delivery methods for XFEL should:

1. Conserve maximum crystal diffraction quality by minimizing mechanical and chemical stress
during sample preparation and data collection.

2. Maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of Bragg peaks by minimizing background scattering from the
crystal carrying medium and container.

3. Minimize sample wastage with crystal delivery that synchronizes to the XFEL repetition rate.
4. Allow automation and robust operation (high-throughput) to minimize latent machine time due

to sample changing or clogging.
5. Allow homogenous “pump” triggers including rapid mixing with ligands or light permeation for

time-resolved pump-probe experiment.
6. Maintain sample stability until “diffraction before destruction”.

Sample delivery has become a main area of focus in research and development for serial
crystallography. Principally main sample delivery methods have been divided into sample jet (liquid or
viscous), fixed-target chip or drop-on-demand [65–67]. Many variables influence the ultimate choice
of sample delivery methods (Figure 1), and alternative options exist for many systems. This review
summarizes different sample delivery methods and their pros and cons (Table 1) from a user perspective.

Table 1. Comparison of main sample delivery methods pros and cons.

Delivery Method Pros Cons
Key

Limitation/Opportunity

Liquid jet

Low background
Efficient mixing with ligand

for TR-SFX

High sample consumption
Prone to nozzle clogging

Low throughput sample changing

High data collection
efficiency at MHz XFELs

LCP jet

Low sample consumption
Protein grown in LCP can be

used directly
Large variety of choice

of matrixes
Can also be used for crystals

in suspension

Higher background
(depends on matrix used)

Some sample manipulation
at harvest

Low throughput sample changing

High throughput sample
changing

Fixed target chip

Low sample consumption
In situ crystallization

High throughput sample
changing

Sample preparation and data
collection at cryo-genic

temperatures

Higher background (depends on
support matrix used)

Sample stability needs to be
maintained before and during

data collection
Preferential orientation risk of
certain crystal morphologies

Data collection efficiency limited
by robotic arms

Maximize sample and
data collection efficiency
by crystal pre-location
(difficult to apply for

viscous samples)

Drop-on-demand Low sample consumption
High sample efficiency

More suitable for larger crystals
Higher solvent background
Compatibility with TR-SFX

Cannot be applied to
viscous samples
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Figure 1. An example of a sample delivery method decision tree. Some major experimental considerations
are used here to illustrate options for sample delivery, but likely not including criteria specific to
individual sample and experimental requirement. Decisions are suggested based on current knowledge
and may not reflect on future development trend. GDVN, gas dynamic virtual nozzle jet; LCP, lipidic
cubic phase jet; FT, fixed target support; and DOD, drop-on-demand.

4. Serial Crystallography Sample Preparation

Conventional crystallography is synonymous with the need to grow a large single crystal to
provide sufficient diffraction volume. Radiation damage limits the useful diffraction lifetime of crystals,
with the tolerated dose at room temperature established at 1 MGy [68]. Cryo-crystallography is
deployed to mitigate its effects and extend the radiation dose limit to 30 MGy [69], enabling a complete
dataset to be collected from a single crystal. This is a delicate balance as larger crystals are more
prone to defects (e.g., increased mosaicity) introduced by freezing and time needs to be invested in
optimizing cryo-protection protocols. This situation is now changed with serial crystallography as it
negates the need for both large crystals and cryo-protection. Crystals of homogenous size give more
consistent diffraction pattern between images which is beneficial for data merging. It is also less likely
to cause jet clogging as the appropriate capillary diameter can be chosen for jetting if there is little size
variation in the crystal population. Microcrystals (<10 µm) are preferred in time-resolved dynamics
experiment as the small crystal volume allows faster and more homogenous pump-probe trigger by
photons or diffusion of small molecules. High density of crystals will maximize the likelihood of an
XFEL pulse intersecting with a passing crystal in the stream, hence increasing data collection efficiency.
The focus of serial crystallography sample preparation is thus shifted to produce high densities of
small, homogenously-sized microcrystals.

Batch crystallization is frequently used to produce high density of microcrystals as it allows
precise mapping of the crystallization phase diagram that drives crystal nucleation and growth. It is
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also easier to mass produce microcrystals on the scale needed for serial crystallography compared to
vapor diffusion, in which the equilibration kinetic between protein and precipitant varies between
crystallization plates and volume of the drops. Another advantage of batch crystallization is that the
density of crystals can be adjusted as desired by collecting the sample after low speed centrifugation and
resuspension in an appropriate volume of buffer solution. Adaptation into batch crystallization from
that used for the production of large singular crystals in vapor diffusion requires some optimization
work. This has been demonstrated by rapid titration of the protein into precipitant solution [70,71]
or careful mapping of the crystallization phase diagram as shown with ferric uptake transporter A
(FutA) and flavin prenyltransferase UbiX [72]. Conditions from vapor diffusion can also produce
high density of microcrystals by controlled evaporation to push the protein into supersaturation [73],
multiple rounds of seeding [74], or by direct crushing of macrocrystals using seed beads [74,75]. Sample
preparation of crystals grown in LCP (which is in batch) follows a similar principle [76]. However,
as LCP is viscous, increasing the crystal density by centrifugation would not be feasible and the
crystallization conditions need to be optimized to yield high density of microcrystals. Optimization
during scale up in Hamilton syringes, however, may not be very efficient and an alternative well-based
approach using normal crystallization trays has been proposed [77]. This also facilitates easier tracking
of crystallization progress with microscopic imaging. Seeding has achieved great success for soluble
protein and is also feasible for crystals grown in LCP [78]. However, adaptation of a seeding protocol
for serial crystallography sample preparation has not yet been reported.

A most interesting development recently has been the use of crystals grown in vivo. Protein
nanocrystals have been observed to grown in vivo, whether as an artefact of protein overexpression in
the host cell or as part of the viral capsid assembly process [79,80]. The use of crystals grown in vivo
has the distinct advantage that protein biochemistry is greatly simplified and crystals are preserved in
the most pristine state. Crystals grown in vivo also appear to be more uniform in size [81]. The first
demonstration of using crystals grown in vivo for XFEL data collection was shown in 2012, when
isolated Trypanosoma brucei cathepsin crystals grown in Sf9 insect cells were injected into the XFEL
pulses [81,82]. This was then followed by other examples including neuraminidiase grown in chinese
hamster ovary (CHO) cells [83], Cry3A toxin from Bacillus thuringiensis [84], CPV17 polyhedrin [55],
granulin [80], phiX174 viral particle [85] and alcohol oxidase contained inside yeast peroxisomes [86].
In some cases, crystals are first extracted from host cells [80–82,84,86] using filtration or density gradient
ultracentrifugation before injection into XFEL pulses while in other experiments host cells are directly
injected [84,85], thus further simplifying sample preparation. One comparison of extracted crystals
versus direct host cells injection revealed datasets are of comparable quality [84]. The use of crystals
grown in vivo for XFEL data collection is an interesting prospect. However, it is limited in scope as
this could not be applied to membrane proteins, which express in a single layer lipid bilayer, or to
proteins that could not be overexpressed in a host cell.

Serial crystallography experiments require prudent planning. Room temperature data collection
provides an additional challenge as crystals could suffer a drop in diffraction quality over long term
storage and transport and need to be in their most optimal state before XFEL beamtime. The size, size
distribution, density and diffraction quality of crystal needs to be characterized as XFEL beamtime
is precious. A wide variety of characterization methods have been reported for this in the literature.
Crystal size and density could be investigated by examination under the microscope [71,72,83] or
using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) [70,87]. UV fluorescence imaging and SONICC (second-order
nonlinear imaging of chiral crystals) are used to distinguish salt from protein crystals [70,71,73].
Diffraction quality is checked by X-ray powder diffraction at the synchrotron [71,73,80,86], and the
result could reveal if crystals have preferred orientation in the liquid stream due to certain crystal
morphology [71]. Advanced electron microscopy techniques including scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and transmission electron microcopy (TEM) have also been used to examine size distribution and
are typically employed for in vivo grown crystals [73,80–82,84–86]. In many cases, a combination of
techniques is used to provide a more complete picture prior to XFEL data collection [70,71,73,81,86,87].
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TEM has been used to simultaneously provide information on crystal size distribution, diffraction
quality, and monodispersity [88,89].

5. Liquid Jet for Crystals Suspended in Solution

Protein crystals are typically grown in aqueous solution. During XFEL measurements crystals
are continuously streamed across the X-ray intersection point in a thin liquid column to keep crystals
hydrated and to minimize background contribution. The first serial crystallography measurement at
LCLS utilized nanocrystals (200 nm to 2 µm in size) of photosystem I that were delivered to X-ray pulses
using a gas dynamic virtual nozzle (GDVN) [90]. The GDVN uses a double capillary design [91,92] in
which a liquid stream of aqueous crystal suspension is delivered within an inner capillary of 40–100 µm
in diameter [93]. Co-axial sheath gas flow (typically helium) in the outer capillary compresses the liquid
stream (typically to 5–10 µm, but potentially to as low as 300 nm in diameter [93,94]), thus acting as a
virtual nozzle [94]. The gas flow pressure controls the diameter of the liquid stream to suit the sample
characteristics (e.g., crystal size), to optimize the signal to noise ratio from solvent background and to
ensure stable jet flow [95]. Co-axial gas also prevents ice formation at the nozzle due to evaporative
cooling in a vacuum environment [94]. GDVNs are now routinely used to deliver aqueous crystal
suspension for XFEL data collection under vacuum or ambient condition [96]. It alleviates the problem
of nozzle clogging associated with solid-walled aperture Rayleigh jets when the aperture diameter
needs to be smaller than the inner capillary and is thus susceptible to particle clogging [91,93].

Smooth jetting is of critical importance for any XFEL experiment as beamtime is scarce. This is
particularly true in time-resolved experiments, where reliable four-dimensional structural data is only
meaningful with precise and consistent timing between “pump” trigger and “probe” data collection.
Manual flame-polishing of the outer sheath glass capillary end of the GDNV introduces inherent
variability of jet speed and flow trajectory between the nozzle and the jet stream [93]. To overcome this
challenge and to improve the precision in nozzle microfabrication, ceramic micro-injection molding [95]
and high resolution 3D printing using 2-photon polymerization [97] has been used to produce nozzle
that delivers reproducible stable jet flow, with the additional advantage of rapid prototyping and
testing of different geometric designs. Crystal clogging and settling in low viscosity buffers pose
further issues. Crystals of homogenous size are desired to avoid clogging and to obtain more consistent
diffraction between images. This has been achieved by pre-filtering [90,98] or sorting using microfluidics
techniques [99] to remove larger crystals from the crystal suspension. Crystals settling has been
avoided by using an anti-settling device [100] or by increasing the viscosity of the sample with the
addition of sucrose [94]. However, care needs to be taken when reagents are added to the sample
which could adversely affect crystal quality.

The surface tension of liquid will cause sample to drip out of the nozzle at slow flow rate.
GDVN jets are typically run at a flow rate of 10–30 µlmin-1 at a jet speed of 25–100 ms−1 for stable
jetting [96]. While this flow rate is orders of magnitude smaller than a Rayleigh jet (~mlmin−1) of
equivalent diameter, crystals are still replenished much faster than X-ray pulses in XFEL operating at a
<120 Hz repetition rate, with the consequence that the vast majority of crystals in the liquid stream
do not intersect with the XFEL pulses and are wasted. For photosystem I only 1 in 25,000 crystals
intersected with the XFEL pulses operating at 30 Hz, with 10 mg of protein consumed to collect
1.85 million indexed images [90]. This poses a particular challenge for difficult-to-express proteins,
such as membrane proteins, which require very expensive detergent reagents. Sample consumption
thus becomes the major concern for GDVNs. XFELs operating in the MHz range (EuXFEL, LCLS-II,
and SHINE) would be more suited to the high flow rate of a GDVN jet, but due to the short spacing
(220 ns in EuXFEL) between pulses in a pulse train arising from these superconducting accelerator
sources, extra adaptation (e.g., jet diameter, jet speed and interpulse spacing) would be required for
optimal data collection [101,102]. It will be interesting to see if the GDVN jet becomes more highly
utilized as more beamtime becomes available from XFELs operating at the MHz range.
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The double-flow focusing nozzle (DFFN) was developed to address some of the concerns on
sample consumption [103]. The DFFN employs double co-axial flow where the crystal suspension
is focused by an outer sheath of a co-flowing solvent like ethanol. The outer sheath liquid is then
focused by gas, as for a GDVN. This helps to focus the crystal suspension to a finer jet (2–5 µm),
resulting in up to eight-fold reduced sample consumption and further less built up of debris on
the nozzle compared to a GDVN [103]. In the Microfluidic Electrokinetic Sample Handling (MESH)
injector, a positive electric potential is applied to the sample. The electric potential overcomes the
surface tension of the liquid and facilitates microjet formation while running at a much lower flow
rate of 0.14–0.31 µLmin−1 [104]. MESH requires the presence of glycerol or polyethylene glycol (PEG),
reagents commonly present in crystallization, to prolong droplet formation and sample freezing in
vaccuo and has the additional benefit of preventing crystals settling in the jet. Using this injector,
14,000 diffraction images were collected using only 140 µg of thermolysin, with no sign of crystal
damage from the electric field [104]. Later the same group developed the concentric-flow electrokinetic
injector (coMESH), in which the inner crystal suspension is shielded with a co-flowing sister liquor
similar to the setup with GDVN [105]. This overcomes issue with dehydration and freezing of the
sample when injected into vacuum using a MESH injector.

6. Lipidic Cubic Phase (LCP) Injector for High Viscosity Sample Injection

Crystallization in LCP is instrumental for the structural determination of membrane proteins,
especially GPCRs [106]. Purified protein in detergent micelle is reconstituted into a host lipid (typically
monoolein) which mimics the native lipid bilayer for enhanced stability. Addition of a precipitant
solution swells the cubic phase, producing an enlarged lattice and a solvent channel diameter conductive
to protein diffusion within the lipid and initiating crystal nucleation [106]. Unlike liquid, lipidic cubic
phase is viscous and has a toothpaste-like consistency. Consequently, it does not present similar
dripping issues when used at slow flow rate. Low jet speed reduces the proportion of unexposed crystal
traffic in the stream and is particularly suited to XFELs running below 120 Hz. However, to extrude
viscous material much higher pressure is needed. Weierstall et al. devised such an injector to extrude
LCP [107]. The LCP injector is connected to a HPLC pump and hydraulics drive a plunger which
pushes the LCP through a narrow silica capillary of 50–150 µm diameter. This amplifies the pressure up
to 10,000 psi [107]. The capillary channel diameter needs to be bigger than the size of crystals to avoid
jet clogging, but a smaller diameter is preferred as it reduces sample consumption and background
scattering. However, this produces a crystal stream column with a diameter that is substantially
bigger than that produced by a GDVN jet, thus giving a higher background. Similar to the GDVN,
the LCP injector employs a sheath co-flowing gas (helium or nitrogen) to maintain the downward
flow trajectory of extruded LCP. Shorter-chain lipids like monopalmitoolein or 7.9 MAG is usually
added to avoid monoolein transitioning from LCP to lamellar Lc phase due to evaporative cooling in
vacuo [107]. A similar device for high viscosity injection is also installed in the diverse application
platform for hard X-ray diffraction in SACLA (DAPHNIS) chamber in SACLA [108]. In addition to
the LCP jet, this high-viscosity jet in SACLA employs a flowing water system to control the sample
temperature and a suction device to maintain the flow of the LCP stream and collect sample waste.

An immediate advantage of the LCP jet is the direct harvesting and loading of crystals grown in
LCP, which is often used for the growth of membrane protein crystals. This avoids extra manipulation
step that could introduce damage and reduce the diffraction quality of crystals. The LCP jet is run
at 1–300 nLmin−1 [107] which is at least an order of magnitude slower than a GDVN jet and thus
consumes much less sample (typically <1 mg of protein) especially beneficial to proteins that are
difficult to produce. Crucially, the much higher pressure needed to extrude LCP did not seem to
adversely affect crystal diffraction quality [107]. To take advantage of this low sample consumption and
broaden the applicability to samples not grown or not sufficiently stable in LCP [109], a wide variety
of viscous matrixes with broad hydrophobic and hydrophilic compatibility (reviewed in [110]) have
been demonstrated for serial crystallography data collection. These includes mineral oil grease [111],
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agarose [112], hyaluronic acid [113], synthetic grease [113], Vaseline [114], nuclear grease ([115],
hydroxyethyl cellulose [115], sodium carboxymethyl cellulose [116], pluronic F-127 [116], polyethylene
oxide [117], polyacrylamide [118], fat-based shortening [119], dextrin palmitate/paraffin grease [120],
and dextrin palmitate/dialkyl tetraphenyl ether grease [120]. To utilize these matrixes crystals grown in
batch mode are spun down to remove excess mother liquor before embedding into the matrix by manual
mixing either with a spatula or Hamilton syringe. A more gentle method without centrifugation is
allowing crystal suspensions to settle at the bottom of Hamilton syringes before excess mother liquor
is pushed out from the top [119]. After mixing crystals should be checked under the microscope for
signs of damage, either due to chemical incompatibility with the matrix or shear force from mechanical
mixing. It has been reported that proteinase K crystals in dextrin palmitate/paraffin grease could be
frozen without affecting crystal diffraction quality [120], hence simplifying sample transport.

Matrixes differ in their ease of preparation, commercial availability and cost and all of these factors
need to be considered during sample preparation. Flow rate (between 0.1–2 µLmin−1) and capillary
diameter also needs to be established empirically to ensure stable jet flow and this should be tested,
for example, using a high-speed camera [121,122]. The broad chemical variety however allows the
screening of a suitable matrix that is compatible with the properties of the crystal samples and their
carrier solvent. Hydrophilic matrixes (hyaluronic acid, hydroxyethyl cellulose, sodium carboxymethyl
cellulose and agarose) have the additional advantage of having a much lower background scattering
comparing to LCP, which has a prominent background at the resolution range of 4–5 Å, thus improving
the signal-to-noise ratio, which is especially useful during experimental phasing [114,115,120]. The LCP
jet has proven its potential and it has become the standard jetting method for de novo structure
determination at XFEL for GPCR microcrystals (<5 µm3) [53,54,56,123–125].

7. Fixed-Target Approach Offers In-Situ Serial Crystallography

Despite reducing sample consumption in high viscosity medium using the LCP jet, sample
delivery using jet methods ultimately rely on the chance occurrence of XFEL pulses intersecting
with a passing stream of crystals. This is inefficient as the hit rates typically observed (<10%) are
far below the 37% ideal maximum for single diffraction pattern per image as modelled by Poisson
statistic [126,127]. Alternative methods have been explored in which crystals are deposited onto a
solid support matrix before exposure to XFEL pulses. This fixed-target or solid support approach
is not dissimilar in root to goniometer-based synchrotron data collection, where multiple crystals
harvested in a micromesh or grown in an in situ plate are presented to the X-ray beam. It thus
utilizes similar translation stage and robotics for sample changing as deployed in conventional
cryo-crystallography. Consequently, material and method optimization can be tested at synchrotron
beamlines and subsequently applied in XFEL [128]. Fixed target approaches also offer the possibility of
on-chip crystallization (including in LCP [129]) and data collection in situ. This eliminates mechanical
stress arising from crystal manipulation and the high-pressure needed to extrude the sample using
jet-based methods, and without the issues of nozzle clogging and irregular jet speed that make
time-resolved dynamics studies challenging. Crystals can be deposited in a regular array and every
XFEL pulse could hit a crystal at pre-defined locations, thus maximizing sample efficiency. Crystals
could be frozen as in conventional cryo-crystallography, so serial crystallography data could be
collected at cryo-genic temperatures. Freezing also simplifies sample storage and transport. Chips can
also be mounted at an angle to the X-ray beam for crystals (especially needles or plates) that suffer
preferential orientation on the chip, thus sampling more complete reciprocal space. Unfortunately,
the use of a solid support matrix comes also with challenges: mainly the support matrix contributes
to additional background scattering especially detrimental to weak Bragg diffraction; the support
matrix needs good mechanical stability to withstand the high intensity X-ray pulses; and at ambient
temperature crystals could suffer from dehydration during in-situ crystallization, sample loading and
data collection. Hence, the support matrix should be resistant to water evaporation.
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Many fixed-target chip designs employ crystalline silicon [130–134] or silicon nitride [126,135–138].
These materials are chosen for their low scattering background, high transmission to X-ray and great
precision in microfabrication using photolithography technique. In some designs, crystal suspensions
are manually deposited in a silicon frame sandwiched between one or two thin layers of silicon nitride
membranes [126,135–137]. While in others either one or both of the silicon nitride membranes are
replaced with a thin layer (8–10 µm) of polyimide (Kapton) foil [130,136,139] or Mylar film [137].
To further reduce background scattering, alternative materials such as polycarbonate plastic [129],
Mylar films [140], single-layer graphene [141], monocrystalline quartz [142] and nylon mesh [143] have
also been used and all have reported excellent transmission to X-ray. Use of graphene and quartz
gives the additional benefit of negligible permeability to water over prolonged periods. In the case of
Mylar films, datasets were collected for lysozyme and oxyhemoglobin A, but significant damage to
the chip was observed when tested at SACLA using an unattenuated beam with a photon energy of
7.3 KeV [141].

“Diffraction before destruction” inevitably leaves behind a trail of destruction to an area larger
than the beam due to secondary radiation damage events [144] and dissipation of thermal energy,
which affects unexposed samples nearby. During data collection the chip needs to be translated
at regularly spaced intervals (30–100 µm) [128,140] between pulses to avoid samples contaminated
with radiation damage from a previous exposure event. This limits sample efficiency if crystals are
randomly deposited on a chip and fall in the secondary radiation damage area. Focus is then on
maximizing sample efficiency by distributing crystals in pre-defined “boxes” spaced regularly apart.
Zarrine-Afsta and coworkers utilized a silicon mesh design in which crystals are deposited in 45-60 µm
wells. To facilitate random crystal orientation, wells contain glass beads of varying sizes to introduce
different region of hydrophilicity and roughness. These wells are sealed on both sides with polyimide
foil to prevent crystal dehydration [130]. Murray and coworkers introduced parallel channels in the
silicon nitride membrane and altered the hydrophobic/hydrophilic surface distribution to encourage
crystals to preferentially reside in the channel and adopt random orientation [136]. Chips employing
microfluidics have also been successfully used to trap crystals in selective location [145], although the
material poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) used to fabricate the devices suffers from strong background
scattering [145]. To further reduce background scattering from membrane on both sides, silicon chips
with open-well designs have also been developed. These could either contain tapered holes [146,147],
micropores [131,133,134] or wells etched into trapezoidal shapes to draw crystals into wells using
suction [137] with varying degree of success and hit rate reported. These open-well chip designs have
the additional advantage that excess mother liquor can be removed by suction or filter paper to further
reduce solvent background [131–134,137,146,147]. Combining with UV spectral mapping to pre-define
locations of crystals on the chip, a very high hit rate of 84% has been observed [137], thus maximizing
data collection efficiency.

Unless crystals are completely sealed from the environment, as with in situ crystallization on
the chip [129,134,138,139,141], exposure to air during sample loading and data collection causes
dehydration and degradation of crystal quality. Paratone-N, a commonly used cryo-protectant
with low water permeability, has been used to embed crystals to prevent dehydration during chip
loading [126,128,129], but this requires vigorous mixing and may not be compatible with all crystal
systems. Humidified air is frequently used to reduce dehydration during sample loading onto the
chip [131,132,134,137,140,147] and data collection [132,133]. Air introduces some background scatter
and humidified helium could be used instead inside the sample chamber [134]. Encouragingly, crystals
did not seem to suffer from dehydration when exposed to air in a humidified environment, negating
the need for a polyimide or silicon nitride membrane cover [132–134]. Besides reducing background
this also allows high-throughput ligand soaking [134] and controlled dehydration experiments directly
on the chip [133], which would be especially beneficial for membrane protein crystals given their high
solvent content [148].
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8. Drop-on-Demand—Potential to Maximize Sample Efficiency

Maximum sample efficiency is achieved if crystals are delivered intermittently at a frequency
perfectly in sync to arriving XFEL pulses. Fixed target chips with crystals pre-loaded into designated
locations (wells) address this to some extent, but significant hurdle remains if this goal is to be
realized. Acoustic droplet ejection (ADE) utilizes the fact that crystals are usually suspended in liquid
solution with low surface tension. In ADE high frequency sound waves are produced by a transducer,
which propagates through the liquid medium and ejects a train of droplets at the surface with great
accuracy in volume (nanoliter to picoliter), trajectory and frequency [149]. Being non-contact ADE has
distinct advantages in liquid handling and has found great application throughout the crystallography
pipeline starting from crystallization [150], microseeding [151], and ligand soaking [152–154] to crystal
mounting [155,156]. Since droplets are ejected at a frequency compatible with the repetition rate of
first generation XFEL facilities, ADE has also been utilized as a sample delivery method at both XFEL
and synchrotron [157–160]. By altering the transducer’s frequency, the volume of ejected droplets can
be tuned to accommodate different sizes of crystals from 5 to 800 µm [160,161]. Ejected droplets carry
significant volumes of mother liquor [157], which contributes to more background compared to jet or
fixed-target chip [157]. Hence ADE may be more suitable for larger crystals.

For maximal efficiency every ejected droplet should be hit with an XFEL pulse. This requires
very high accuracy and precision in the ejection trajectory and timing [157]. Alternatively, ejected
droplets could be trapped in pressure node and levitated into mid-air using a reflector [159,160]. This
maintains the position of the droplet while being probed by X-rays. However, a levitating drop spins
at high frequency and requires a high frame rate detector with a low latent readout time to avoid
collecting overlapping diffraction patterns in a continuous dataset [159,160]. Rapid spinning allows
fast sampling of reciprocal space and alleviates issues with sample dehydration, but limits the dose
that could be deposited per frame [159]. As the spinning trajectories in all XYZ orientations also need
to be taken into account, data have to be processed as still images using software developed for serial
crystallography [159,160]. This problem would be avoided with the single shot approach used in XFEL.
Combining ADE with the fixed-target approach, droplets have also been ejected onto a solid support
surface like polyimide tape [158], silicon nitride chip [162], and mesh [156]. Ejection onto polyimide
tape broadens the approach, as it allows simultaneous spectroscopy measurement of the sample and
time-resolved pump probe study at a longer timescale [158].

Sound waves have not been the only method used for droplet ejection in serial crystallography.
A train of ejected droplets has been created by applying pulsed electric voltage [161] to a piezo-driven
nozzle with similar spatial and temporal precision as demonstrated with lysozyme crystals [161].
Another approach utilized the immiscibility between water and oil. In this “water-in-oil” approach,
the crystal stream is mixed into oil at regular interval using a 3D-printed droplet generator [163].
The resulting oil stream, with crystals encapsulated in distinct oil droplets, is then ejected into the XFEL
pulse using a GDVN nozzle [163]. Smaller nanoliter-sized droplets have also been generated from
microfluidic devices using surface acoustic waves (SAW) [164]. The same technique has been used to
deliver femtoliter-sized droplets for cryo-EM grid preparation [165]. Drop-on-demand therefore has
great potentials in rivalling jet-based methods in cutting sample consumption.

9. Other Sample Delivery Methods

Other implementations have also demonstrated their proof-of-concepts as viable sample delivery
methods for serial crystallography. In the crystal extractor [166], crystals were extracted onto a mesh
or thin-film substrate and carried into the path of the X-ray beam. Diffraction data is collected by raster
scanning of the substrate, followed by stringent data processing criteria to avoid including diffraction
images from crystals contaminated from a previous exposure. This process is repeated by dipping the
substrate back into the crystal suspension until no more diffraction data could be recorded, indicating
that the crystal supply has been exhausted. As crystals are sealed in a container in their native mother
liquor solution, the crystal extractor has been shown to be suitable for polyketides synthases crystals,
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which are sensitive to mechanical stress and enabled high resolution structural data to be collected at
room temperature [166]. As crystal diffraction volume decreases the detrimental effect of background
contribution increases. In the aerosol injector, aerosol of granulovirus nanocrystals (<1 µm3) was
generated in a nebulization chamber after injection from a GDVN jet [167]. Aerosolization reduces
a substantial volume of carrying solvent from the crystal and diffraction data were then collected
from the aerosolized nanocrystals. Due to the size of the aerosolized droplet, the background was
substantially (200-fold) less than that observed from the liquid jet [167]. However, the aerosolization
process is detrimental to crystals sensitive to mechanical stress. Moreover, the very low hit rate (0.006%
and 0.83%) [167,168] observed puts significant hurdles to the wider application of the aerosol injector.

Crystals deposited on a chip could also be extracted and injected into the X-ray beam using
far-infrared laser [169]. This laser ablation process preserves the diffraction quality of fluoroacetate
dehalogenase crystals, with the advantage that the ablation rate could be tuned in sync to even match
higher XFEL repetition rates (>1 kHz) [169]. Laser ablation thus represents another variation of the
drop-on-demand technology in minimizing sample consumption. Microfluidic devices [170] and
crystals-in-capillary [171,172] have also been applied for sample delivery using synchrotron radiation.
The advantage of the latter lies in its simplicity, as crystals could be embedded in agarose or gelatin
medium, hence reducing the flow rate (0.1 µL/min) (and sample consumption) to that used for the
LCP jet but without the need for jet flow optimization before commencing data collection as required
for both the liquid and LCP jet. However, the quartz or silica capillary has not yet been tested as to
whether it can withstand intense XFEL pulses [171,172]. Contrary to jet or fixed-target based methods,
these alternative sample delivery techniques have not yet been widely-utilized.

10. Injector Setup for Time-Resolved Experiment

Time-resolved crystallography would appear to be an oxymoron, given that an X-ray structure
represents a conformational static snapshot. Protein conformation is a dynamic continuum and
in order to conceive molecular function, one needs to perceive molecular motion. Time-resolved
crystallography has a long history before serial crystallography [173]. Structures are solved with
proteins “freeze-trapped” in discrete conformations, where each corresponds to a different stage (time)
of the structural transformation. A recent example is β-lactamase, where structures of the apo, substrate
acylation and deacylation states were used to illustrate the time-resolved structural mechanism of
β-lactam hydrolysis [174]. These structures are then choreographed and morphed into a molecular
movie with temporal “resolution” (analogous to frame rate) dependent on how many transition
state conformations could be trapped. In time-resolved serial femtosecond crystallography (TR-SFX)
freeze-trapping is not employed, but a biochemical process is triggered in the crystal and after a time
delay, probed with X-ray to determine the structure at different time points. Time resolution is then
defined by how fast diffraction data could be collected and the duration of the trigger relative to the
speed of the formation of structural intermediates. The duration of XFEL pulses and ultra-fast pump
laser has made this time resolution available from a few picoseconds to hundreds of femtoseconds [175]
which allows ultra-fast biochemical reaction to be studied [176,177]. Methodology developed for
TR-SFX has since been transplanted to synchrotrons for TR experiments that proceeds at slower micro-
to milli-second timescales [114,117,178,179].

TR-SFX experiments have been performed for photosystem I-Ferredoxin [180], photosystem II [63,181],
photoactive yellow protein [175,182], fluorescent protein rsEGFP2 [183] and bacteriorhodopsin [60,184].
A common feature of these proteins is the presence of a chromophore, which triggers a conformational
change upon light activation at specific wavelengths. Light-activated photoswitching is the most
commonly used pump trigger in TR-SFX as powerful, ultra-fast nanosecond to femtosecond lasers with
tunable wavelengths are available that suit biochemical reactions that occur within these time regime.
Optical pump-probe is not only limited to systems with intrinsic chromophore, but also where photons
could be used to trigger photolysis [61,146,185] or release caged substrate [122]. The sophistication
of TR-SFX requires consistent time delay between pump and probe and so detailed planning and
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precise data acquisition are absolutely essential. Spectroscopy is used to characterize the timescale of
structural change in crystals after pump triggering [60,61,186]. Laser power and wavelength needs to be
established empirically to ensure homogenous penetration and excitation efficiency, while considering
the quantum yield of the chromophores [187,188], with photoexcitation yields of around 10% reported
for some systems [175,184]. Timing-tools [189,190] monitor the precise temporal resolution between
pump and probe for each passing crystal. In a related theme, consistent jet speed is also essential and
this could be characterized using a high-speed camera [121,122]. We anticipate that more TR-SFX
experiments will be attempted using a more sophisticated pump trigger, such as temperature shifts [191]
or pH jumps using caged proton (Ortho-nitrobenzaldehyde [192]).

TR-SFX puts huge demand on sample consumption, as multiple datasets covering a broad range
of time delays are needed to create a molecular movie. For bacteriorhodopsin, in order to collect
13 timepoints, a total of 4 mL of LCP crystal suspension was required [60], or 1 mL per 12 h shift as
reported by another group [184]. In another example, 0.3–1 g of protein was consumed to collect a
single timepoint for photoactive yellow protein [182]. It suffices to say that with currently available
sample delivery systems, TR-SFX is limited to systems where protein can be produced in quantities
of tens to hundreds of milligram, with crystals that diffract to reasonably high resolution in order
to observe small structural changes. These requirements put many targets of interest, like difficult
to produce membrane proteins, out of reach. Both sample consumption and delivery thus remains
major areas of improvement for the feasibility of TR-SFX. Both GDVN and LCP jets have frequently
been used for sample delivery for TR-SFX [60,175,181,184,185]. For pump triggering, laser light with
pulse energies of 4–20 µJ is focused onto upstream crystals, with frequencies (10–30 Hz) lower than
that of XFEL pulses resulting in the intermittent collection of “light” and “dark” datasets. Inaccuracy
in laser timing (jitters) needs to be corrected with subsequent data analysis and careful binning of
images using their time-stamp signature [184]. More homogenous excitation is achieved with more
ingenious illumination geometry, such as splitting and refocusing the beam at the sample in two
directions [60,61,122] or using double optical-pulses [63].

Inherently, not all biological processes can be triggered by photons. Enzyme–substrate interactions
and receptors recognition of their cognate ligands are driven by diffusion of ligands into the binding
pocket. Complexities of TR-SFX experiment of such systems arise from the difficulty in synchronizing
homogenous and rapid mixing of ligands into crystals to initiate a biochemical reaction. Time resolution
is then dictated by the rate of diffusion (1 ms for a 3 × 4 × 5 µm3 crystal, [193]), which needs to be
much faster than the rate of catalytic turnover or formation of transient intermediates, and this could
be influenced further by the crystal packing environment. For most enzymes, this typically requires
sub-µs time resolution [193]. Use of caged substrates [122] could bypass the need for rapid diffusion
by bringing the substrate at close vicinity, but this requires sophisticated chemistry and may not be
applicable to many ligands. TR-SFX experiments using diffusion of a substrate as a pump trigger is
usually based on a “mix-and-inject” approach [193–198], in which a substrate is rapidly mixed into
crystal suspension to initiate a reaction before delivery into XFEL pulses after a time delay. This
requires a different jet set up for sample delivery. Based on the DFFN, a mixing jet was designed in
which reactant in the outer-coaxial flow is rapidly mixed into crystal suspension as it is focused into a
µm-thin jet, with reaction time controlled by the distance between the focusing region and the nozzle
tip and its distance to the XFEL pulse [194]. Occupancy in the crystal could then be optimized by
varying the concentration of the reactant. The utility of this jet was demonstrated with β-lactamase
BlaC, in which µm-sized crystals (<10 µm3) were mixed with very high concentration (200–300 mM) of
ceftriaxone to study the catalytic mechanism at 30 ms to 2 s time resolution [197]. In another design
crystal slurry of RNA riboswitch and ligands were connected to separate HPLC pumps and mixed at a
T-junction reservoir with 10 s mixing delay, before delivery using a GDVN jet [196]. An even longer
time delay (50 s) was demonstrated by mixing and depositing lysozyme/chitotriose mixture on a rolling
polyimide tape [195], but this design may only be suitable to reaction on a longer (second) timeframe.
3D printing using a two photons-stereolithography technique was used to prototype a microfluidic
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mixer nozzle to encourage more efficient mixing while jetting at very high speed (160 ms−1) [199].
Overall, the “mix-and-inject” approach for time-resolved studies favor longer time frames.

Fixed-target chips offer the potential to reduce sample consumption which would be particularly
valuable in TR-SFX experiment when both sample and ligand are scarce. Mueller and coworkers
have shown this using myoglobin crystals on a silicon crystal fixed-target support and demonstrated
ultra-fast (200 fs) time-resolved data could be collected using a “difference intensity” approach with
“light” and “dark” data collected from the same crystal [146]. The fixed-target approach has also been
combined with a piezo-driven droplet injector to dispense picolitre droplets of ligand to crystals on a
chip with µs to s time delay [200]. To investigate the radiation damage mechanism lysozyme crystals
sandwiched between silicon nitride membranes were pumped and multi-probed with X-rays with a
series of 19–213 fs time delay [201].

11. Sample Delivery Present and Future

Serial crystallography at XFEL represents the next frontier in X-ray crystallography. The ability
to extract radiation damage-free structural data is providing a revolutionary advantage for crystals
which otherwise do not have sufficient diffraction power at synchrotron. For membrane proteins it
is common that tens or even hundreds of datasets needed to be collected and merged to provide a
complete dataset using synchrotron radiation [202–205]. This tedious procedure can be improved by
in situ data collection using the whole crystallization drop [206] and automated crystal harvesting
and data collection pipeline [207,208]. This helps to increase throughput and avoids the need to
harvest and diffraction screen hundreds of single-mounted crystals. The goal of an X-ray structure
is to reveal the structural mechanism of a protein’s biological function and ligand recognition at
conditions that are close to being physiologically relevant. Serial crystallography data collection
at room temperature hence provides a more realistic conformational snapshot and could reveal
conformational flexibility/heterogeneity of protein, ligand, and water structures that were otherwise
hidden in a cryo structure [191,209–212]. This increases the information content of structural data
and helps to better understand protein function and mode of ligand recognition with benefits for
structure-based drug design. The capability to extract high resolution data from smaller crystals is
another unique selling point for XFEL. Exploding jet [213] or damage to support matrixes [141,201]
due to the intense XFEL pulse however means beam attenuation is sometimes necessary during data
collection. This limits the flux potential of XFEL and the highest resolution data that could be achieved
from a given sample. Research in more robust sample delivery method that can fully utilize the XFEL
flux is thus highly desired.

Sample delivery is the grand challenge in serial crystallography, and the scientific community has
duly risen to the challenge and presented multiple sample delivery systems with different pros and
cons. Reducing sample consumption and maximizing data collection efficiency will be key if serial
crystallography is to become a routine method for X-ray structure determination of new protein targets,
particularly when XFEL beamtime is still exceedingly difficult and costly to obtain. The LCP jet has
lower sample consumption comparing to liquid jet and is particularly more suited for crystals already
grown in viscous matrix like LCP. The slower flow rate also better matches the repetition rate of first
generation XFEL sources. Chemical incompatibility and extra background scatter from the viscous
matrix could be overcome by testing a variety of matrixes. Crystal damage due to sheer force of mixing
or chemical incompatibility with the matrix during harvest and loading remains a potential attrition
source that should not be overlooked. This contributed to the poor quality of diffraction data obtained
for hemagglutinin microcrystal when mixed into agarose [143]. Extra care therefore needs to be taken
when handling crystals with needle or plate-like morphology which would be more susceptible to
mechanical damage when using the LCP jet. The use of a three-way syringe coupler [121] would help
to achieve faster and more homogenous mixing and thus reducing the time crystals suffer from shear
force. This also gives the additional benefit of more consistent hit rate during data collection [184].
In principle, mechanical stress would also be minimized, or even avoided, if fixed-target chips are used
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especially when proteins are crystallized and data collected in-situ. This principle was demonstrated
recently for CCR2 [214], where the use of in situ crystallization and data collection bypassed the issue
of crystal sensitivity to mechanical stress and resulted in better quality data. The major drawback for
fixed-target chips, as discussed previously, is the additional background contribution from the support
matrix and their mechanical stability when subjected to intense X-ray, with sample consumption
not necessarily lower than that of jet-based methods. Pre-location of crystals in defined positions
on the chip could, in theory, address this issue, but there remains practical challenges as to how
this is achieved, especially with samples prepared in viscous matrixes. The same issue applies to
drop-on-demand sample delivery methods, where they have shown great promise in reducing sample
consumption, but significant technical challenges exist if this technology is to be applied to samples
prepared in viscous matrixes.

Sample consumption aside it is clear that all injection methods are capable of delivering great
quality diffraction data at high hit rate. Systematic comparison of data quality across different sample
delivery methods are scarce, but in one study it was demonstrated with phycocyanin crystals that very
similar data judging from standard data quality matrixes (resolution, I/σI, CC1/2, and Rsplit) could be
obtained from both the GDVN and LCP jet using the same experimental setup, with 30 mg of protein
consumed for the GDVN versus 0.1 mg for the LCP jet [109]). A similar observation was concluded
in another study where crystals of fluorescent protein Skylan-NS in the “on” state were delivered
using droplet-on-demand and LCP injector at SACLA [215], with no significant differences in limiting
resolution. The authors also collected data of similar quality of Skylan-NS crystals in the “off” state
delivered using the droplet-on-demand and the GDVN jet, although datasets were collected at different
XFEL facilities (SACLA and LCLS). This reflects the continual difficulties in carrying out a systematic
comparison as different XFEL facilities have different beam parameters, sample environments and
detector setups. In addition, datasets size needs to be very similar in order to ensure that they are at
the same stage of data convergence before data quality can be fairly compared.

During any structure-based drug discovery campaign iterative rounds of protein-ligand structure
elucidation are required during lead-optimization. Rapid data collection and sample changing are thus
crucial to the collection of multiple ligand complex datasets. To further realize the potential of XFEL,
sample delivery for serial crystallography needs to emulate the high-throughput setup already honed
for conventional cryo-crystallography. Jet-based sample delivery methods present severe hurdles
to this, as only one sample can be investigated per loading and each sample changing still incurs
a significant time penalty during a beamtime run. Ligand soaking into crystals in LCP has been
demonstrated [216], proving that LCP retains the water channel structure which allows the efficient
diffusion of small molecules and opens up the possibility of soaking experiments for samples prepared
for the LCP jet. To increase throughput and collect multiple ligand complex datasets for β2 adrenergic
receptor at LCLS and SACLA, protein was purified in the presence of either timolol or alprenolol
and replaced with another ligand of equal or higher affinity during crystallization in LCP [59]. SFX
data were then collected for each receptor/ligand complex per loading run, with data collection times
between 0.5 to 3 h, depending on hit rate, XFEL repetition rate, indexing rate and the degree of
data convergence (typically >10,000 indexed images) required for the purpose of the experiment [59].
A similar study was performed for thermolysin [211], where crystals were first soaked with different
ligands in batch before mixing into viscous medium for data collection using the LCP jet. Therefore to
further boost data collection efficiency and minimize downtime due to sample changing, adaptation of
the jet or the experimental hutch design to allow quick sample changing or simultaneous loading of
multiple samples per jet loading run will be required.

Logically fixed-target chips would seem to be most suitable for high-throughput serial crystallography
at XFEL, as they can utilize similar robotics in synchrotron beamlines for rapid sample changing. Multiple
samples could be prepared in advance and loaded into sample changing robots, so no hutch re-entry
would be required for an extended data collection run. Crystal dehydration risk upon storage at room
temperature would need to be considered and could be eliminated if samples are frozen for data
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collection at cryo-genic temperature. To demonstrate this principle, microcrystals of multiple enzymess
including Dye-type peroxidase Aa (DtpAa), Dehaloperoxidase B (DHP), copper nitrite reductase
(AcNiR), were soaked with ligands and loaded onto fixed-target chips for SFX data collection [217].
Data collection took on average 14 mins per chip and complete datasets could be collected using
2–4 chips and a total of 1.35–6 mg of protein. Sample consumption aside this translated to 0.5–1 h
XFEL beamtime per complex structure, an entirely reasonable throughput. Crucially, in this study
it was also demonstrated that by progressively trimming the size of dataset, less than 1000 indexed
images were enough to unambiguously determine the ligand binding mode [217]. This shows the
potential for further increase of throughput by reducing the data collection time required for each
protein-ligand dataset.

12. Conclusions

The last decade has seen sample delivery as one of the key areas of research and development for
serial crystallography in XFEL. Great strides have been made in all key aspects of sample delivery
aiming for reduced sample consumption, increased compatibility with samples grown in different
chemical environments, preserved sample quality, maximized data collection efficiency, minimized
background noise, and facilitation of time-resolved pump probe experiments. Continual improvement
and innovation from the serial crystallography community in sample delivery methods is expected and
will further opens up the technology to a wider scientific community and wider variety of biological
samples. With more second generation XFEL facilities coming into operation, it will be interesting to
see how current sample delivery methods would be adapted to utilize MHz XFEL pulses. As is often
quoted with XFEL: the future of serial crystallography is bright.
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